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Our milestones
its the little things
We are where you need us.

has grown to be one of the market leaders in the MSSP (Managed Security Service Provider)

Launched in early 2011 by a couple of brave, some

market. Understanding technology is simply not enough

would call crazy - Enterprise IT evangelists that

these days. The modern threat landspace is ever evolving,

were bound and determined to build a company

which has a direct impact on every size business. Our team is

that provides the very best service in the industry,

here to help lessen these burdens to enable your business to

Foundation Republic was born. Foundation Repub-

operate at its peak, day in, day out.

lic’s history speaks for itself; over
the past few years the company

MARCH, 2011
Foundation Republic
Launched
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JULY 2011

AUG 2012

MAR 2017

Dallas, TX

Las Vegas, NV

Denver, Co

Launched

Launched

Launched

FEB 2016
Trust Endpoint
Protection Suite
Launched

Capabilities
secure by default.
Ninja Style or Ninja Rap?
From helping you manage your endpoints to routing global traffic over a new OSPF network, we have you covered. With
our award winning Trust Endpoint Protection Suite, our ninja’s are some of the most effiecient geeks you’ve ever seen!
From our cloud-powered control panel, we are able to administer your entire environment with ease.

COMPLETE FIREWALL MANAGEMENT

Managing firewalls to deliver the best performance can be a
very complex and daunting tasks for many IT professionals. By
leveraging our team’s specialized security expertise, you can

ENDPOINT PROTECTION

offload those tasks to our specialists. Our team will properly
deploy, manage, upgrade and patch firewalls to keep you

As an extension to our managed security

protected at all times. As an extension of our managed security

offering, your endpoints are covered from

offering, you will be covered, while our team applies any new

here on out! Powered by our Trust Endpoint

security rules or specific updates to your environment as soon

cloud based platform. Subscribe to what

as they become available.

you need! No minimums to get started.

DATACENTER SOLUTIONS
SMART BENCH*

Organizations with little in-house IT security expertise can
leverage our Datacenter services to develop well secured

Do you have a project that you need a hand

systems, applications. Foundation Republic offers a full range

with? Foundation Republic’s extensive “Smart

of DataCenter Security services including colocation, bandwidth

Bench” with technology ninja’s are ready to

and consulting.

help!
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Foundation Republic - Endless Capabilities

VIRTUALIZATION
From Project implentation to ongoing support we
have you covered, no matter if you are running
Hyper-V, VMware or even Open Stack, our Ninja’s
love it all!

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
SMART PRE-SALES BENCH*

Your data storage requirements are growing exponentially and a scalable comprehensive solution for

We are here to help make your technology

backup, storage, and data protection is critical. Imple-

buying decsion easier and safer. Get a backup

menting and managing this necessary storage infra-

opinon from our Pre-Sales Smart Bench.

structure to meet both your application and compliance requirements can be extremely time consuming
and costly. We can help by hosting you replicated data
and assisting you with selecting new storage solutions.

COMPLETE MANAGED SECURITY

Don’t be the next case study; Combat the speed and
sophistication of would-be attackers. As one of the
leaders in security, we can help you prepare, recognize cyber-attack trends, and, when necessary,
respond quickly to contain the effects.
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Let’s start this relationship on the right foot.
Many providers start with performing a threat assessment. It’s a logical start considering the complex nature of technolgy. A
technology “widget” can be implemented a 1000 differnet ways, and 999 of them being a default/insecure method. We also
start with a threat assessment, but the key differentiator is that our Cyber Threat Assessment is 100% complementary, and
100% safe to run in your environment. We collect 3 days worth of data and you get a fancy, data filled threat report. From this
data we can set a baseline to see where we can help you secure and support your business.

. . .We speak this language, &

check out our super Rad reports.

“Foundation Republic’s Cyber Threat Assessment program is a breath of fresh air in a complex and
confusing technology space.” - JBM Supply, Houston TX.
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Products
we work with daily.
Here are a few of the brands we specialize in.

Need some help with a project?
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Sales@FoundationRepublic.com

TEXAS

NEVADA

COLORADO

(Houston & Dallas)

(Las Vegas)

(Denver)

6066 FM 1488 STE 148-172

1110 Palms Airport Dr,

1576 S. Sherman St

Magnolia, TX 77354

Las Vegas, NV 89119

Denver, CO 80210

Phone

Phone

Phone

832 850 5850

832 850 5850

832 850 5850
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Get in touch
832 850 5850
contact@foundationrepublic.com
foundationrepublic.com

“Small enough to listen, big enough to deliver.”

ED ALDRIDGE

